Minutes of the sessions of the working group
postgraduate training, 16th and 17th October 2003,
Ljubljana

Present Members
Dres Fras (president), Berchichi, Giger, Holm, Jorgensen, Micetic Turk, Vilaca, Skrah

Approval of the minutes of the meeting of the spring meeting in Brussels and autumn meeting in Stockholm with minor changes
For future collaboration e-mail-correspondence should be used.
each member will check the chapter 6 for 2-3 specialist training programmes for the spring meeting in Brussels
Draft of questionnaire on postgraduate training assessment. This questionnaire will be sent through the UEMS secretariat the all member countries (country main offices).
Discussion of the results next spring in Brussels. Hans Holm will present an overview on pgt assessments in Brussels.
A paper on pgt assessment will be presented with the main topics
General principles
Guidance for final assessments
Guidance for UEMS Board certifications